
 
 
 
  
 

Minutes for TLA LGB meeting 
Monday 23rd November 2020 5pm. Meeting held via zoom. 
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Present Tom Kennedy (TK) (Chair) Will Johnson (WJ) Head of TLA) Kirsty Hitchens (KH) 
(Assistant Head) Tiffany Pope (TP) (Governor) Jack Wilson (JW) (Teacher 
Governor) Sharon Hocking (SH) (Support Staff Governor) Louise Hart (LH) 
(Governor) 

In Attendance Sam Newman (SN) Clerk 

Item  Actions 

1 Apologies & confirmation of quorum 
Chair welcomed everyone, no apologies received. 
One governor was not present. 
Clerk noted that the meeting is quorate within the terms of reference. 

 

2 Declaration of business and pecuniary interests 
No declarations of pecuniary interests were noted in relation to any agenda items. 

 

3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Minutes and matters arising from the last meeting (21/09/20) 
The minutes of the LGB meeting of 13 July 2020 had been circulated, and 
governors agreed that they were an accurate record. 
 
Summary of Actions from last meeting (21/09/2020) 
Governors; 

● Internal application for support staff governor, an email was sent out to all 
staff on 22/11/2020, SH came forward to stand again, no other contenders, 
therefore SH was officially appointed for another term. 

● Parent governor still to be recruited, given the current situation it has meant 
that this has not happened as yet.  

● Developing relationship between governors and school, it could be coming 
through within the head teachers report on a friday. As we go back to 
normality we need to look again to ensure governors are in the know within 
the community. 

Governor question: developing relationships  is currently being done directly  through 
the school, and the Governor questioned the possibility of a direct Governor email 
address? 
Answer: It would normally go through the secretary @ email address. 
A governor challenged that  if there was anything that a parent wanted to say 
something about, or raise a concern in regards to the school,  it wouldn’t be the best 
ideal to have to go directly through the school. 
Answer: This was understood by the HT, the school would be happy to explore the 
possibility of other options such as; the query/ question going to the office, the Clerk as 
an impartial person,would then forward it on to the correct governor. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
WJ 
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If the governors wanted a direct email address, this could potentially also be a solution. 
WJ would need to liaise with COO and IT to confirm if this was achievable. 
It would potentially be managed by the clerk. 
Governor question: If that happened would we spend a few minutes addressing any 
issues raised at the beginning of each meeting? 
Answer: It would come under the correspondence section of the agenda. 
Governor asked if it was a possibility for parents to be told about the process and 
where to go with any matters which arose, , governors then discussed the possibility of 
having an automated response email, one governor challenged that this could be 
frustrating for anyone that may be wishing to make a complaint, taking valuable time to 
write a lengthy email to then receive an automated response. 
Answer: This would not be used for a complaints process, we would have a crossover if 
they wanted to complain as the complaints policy sets out this procedure and the 
Governors may need to be involved at a later stage, not from the outset. 
HT to look at how to get it onto the website for parents/ public to see the correct 
delegated email address. 

 
 

4 Update on COVID Risk Assessment and school response 
Revisited assessments each week, make changes needed for the following week, life is 
fairly normal at TLA, summarised on Autumn 2 week 1, cutting down afterschool club 
and ensured it was Key worker roles only with staff that were available to support for 
that. Cut down by two thirds, it will continue as normal after 3rd Dec. 
School noted that they 
TLA  have added some extra after school clubs from outside groups, which are 
continuing as normal, cancelled a number of visitors, not too many however as not a 
great deal had been booked in recently, some school trips have also had to be cancelled 
in the hope of rebooking as soon as lockdown is lifted. 
HT explained that the school has extra staff who are shielding. 
Going forward the school will look again to open everything back to normal as much as 
possible, ensuring that trips etc will go ahead providing they  fit within our guidelines. 
Visiting professionals will be able to come back in. 
Parents Eve will be continuing as normal via video calls on 8th and 9th Dec. 
Going forward, no further changes at present. 
Covid in Cornwall; although the infection rate is going up no confirmed cases in school, 
other than 1 before half term. We have a few awaiting test results. 
Needing to look at Christmas and await government guidance relating to the potential 
of families needing to self isolate over the holidays, the  idea of a positive case in school 
could adversely affect a lot of families, school will update adhoc if any updates become 
aware. 
Generally no further worries from any parents, much less questions, better 
understanding from all. 

 

5 Governor monitoring plan for post lockdown 
What we are limited to at the moment, getting governors back in the building would be 
great,  
Possibly more zoom monitoring to be done in Jan/Feb. WJ to ensure leaders of school 
development priorities will contact the governors directly in the new year.  

WJ 

6 Safeguarding 
● Summary of training  

To be explained within the headteachers report 

 

7 
 
7.1 
 

Headteachers report including SDP update  
(Attendance, assessment, teaching & learning, staffing, premises)  
Attendance: 
HT summarized what the school  are doing, issues that are arising are: 
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The school still has families choosing to keep children at home, however no medical 
reason to support this absence. 
Government stance is that they should legally be in school, as is the school's stance, 
there seems to be no reason why they shouldn’t be in school, unfortunately the schools 
ability to chase is  limited, it also starts to drive a wedge between schools and families.  
The County Council were due to write a letter explaining the reasons for ensuring pupils 
attend school and that it is not a school issue, but is directly a Government decision, the 
school also had, until recently, some children who have not been in since March. 
Staff shortages, OK in terms of teachers, steady rotation of staff going off for testing, or 
shielding, difficulty of covering when you are in a bubble. Becoming very hard work 
right now. Only 1 positive case within the school to date, it caused 9 members of staff 
and 60 children to be sent home to isolate, however the decision was then overturned 
due to further negative tests, the struggle was how to get this across, the school 
decided to email the parents of both classes just before the half term break. 
HT asked a governor how it was received being a parent? 
 Answer:  Great response, very quick and swift. 
Lunches are difficult as staff are having to eat with children, no time with adults, no 
lunch room to have their breaks in. 
TLA continues as we are to try our best to keep it as normal as possible. 
Governor question: Are resources available for teachers to talk to a dedicated person 
about any issues, advice if they feel they need it? 
Answer: It is part of our HR package, call and speak to, teachers will also have a 
hierarchy, line manager, then HT, or Pastoral Lead that they are able to seek advice 
from or vent to, but we do also offer through our HR support independent advice, for 
anything due to mental health, we also have Occupational Health that we can use to 
refer employees. 
Governor question: Would like to know whether staff were thanked by the Chair  at the 
end of last year? 
Answer: Yes they were. 
Slight isolation felt by staff, no passing each other, less shared spaces. 
Governor question: Have you got any plans for after this for appreciation for staff? 
Answer: This term we have worked on reducing workload, marking and planning, things 
have been learnt there that we will continue to do as we move forward.Hopefully  be 
able to meet and appreciate each other in person, thinking about Christmas, looking at 
what we can do to support our staff, looking at the possibility of  wrapping up a bit early 
so that teachers can have some time together, as there seems to be very little time for 
themselves at the  minute to boost morale. 
After this, we shall look at big changes that need to stay,  mainly around work/life 
balance and ensuring it is a real focus point. 
Attendance: 
Take out Covid, it is 96.6% so overall very good. 
Persistent is 8.4%, other than covid there are no real issues, having the attendance 
officer back has helped improve it also. We still have a reasonable amount of absence, 
however just a day or so, not a lot of prolonged absence. 
94 covid related absence 
3 children sent home with covid like symptoms 
9 members of staff affected due to household symptoms etc. 
Governor question: What about the lates percentage, is that high? 
Answer: Yes, it is high, at the beginning there was confusion around the new earlier 
start time, 100 recorded lates to date this term, with  a few families that still  remain 
persistent, we now hold an attendance meeting every week, SLT Pastoral and 
Attendance Officer go through anything that needs looking at. 
 
Safeguarding: 
Concerns recorded this academic year, a high level of concerns via police (Operation 
Encompass). 
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7.2 
 
 
 
7.3 
 
 
7.4 

A very large number at the moment, that hasn’t really slowed up a lot, the highest 
related to police reports is domestic violence, the pastoral workload with families is 
much higher than normal, it is eating a lot of time within the SLT, children in crisis, it is 
leading to a very high workload for all involved, from ensuring the parents are working 
with the outside services, covid has really exacerbated the mental health issues, social 
services being stretched, threshold has changed drastically due to this. 
We have discussed the possibility of a new role as ‘learning mentor’ that will help the 
school to take some workload away from SLT, however the school will have to look at 
the budget and ensure we have funds available.  
Staffing: 
Catch up teacher  is working 4 days a week, 1 teacher is now back from Mat Leave, 1 
teacher gone onto Mat Leave. DH also on Mat Leave. 
 
Premises: 
Resurrecting some previous plans that were being looked at, outside painting plan.  
 
Teaching and Learning: 
Standards and assessment: Next week is the start of assessment week, 1st set of 
assessments which will be comparible with the results of last year and  will help us to 
gain  an understanding if they are still on track or lost a lot. End of Autumn results we 
have a good comparison for already. 
Teachers will ensure that during parents evening  parents are given good quantitative 
feedback compared to national expectations in a positive way. 
Comparative judgment, writing compared to a national benchmark, what the school 
have noticed is that children that are not pupil premium, the knowledge gap has closed 
between them and national average, however those children that are entitled to pupil 
premium, the school has seen that their gap is wider and they are not doing as well as 
last year, this group looks to have lost the most during lockdown. 
We will look at tweaking the way in which we teach, catch up teaching, pitching 
curriculum correctly, do we need to go  back to easier work or continue at a normal 
pace. 
Christmas Update: We have the school concert being put together as a film, released to 
parents at 7pm via video link, the date is yet to be confirmed. 
Reception classes are going to be doing a nativity, Santa will also be in to deliver 
presents, craft making will go ahead, however no workshops with parents coming in will 
happen this year, Christmas jumper day, food bank donations, both on Dec 11th. 
Writing review for the storytelling process, we've discussed at the past 3 staff meetings, 
we've been making key adaptations to the way we teach writing, making it more 
purposeful and fun, less driven by grammar, changes to marking and to make it more 
focused. 
Feedback has been very positive from everyone. 
HT asked the question, a teacher would be able to answer how they feel it has gone so 
far, would you be happy to answer JW? 
Governor answer: Agreed as teacher, it has been very useful, given us new ideas, 
everyone has started full blast and seems to be getting good results from it. 
Under staffing updates the only thing to add is the new Clerk role. SN will now be 
working as Receptionist in the mornings, then afternoons will now be Clerk to 
Governors, Company Secretary, there will be no direct replacement for the new clerk at 
the moment, due to reduced workload. 
Senco change: Request to drop from 4 to 3 days on return from Mat leave(used to be 
Senco for the ARB), the Sendco currently in the mainstream also currently works 3 days 
per week.  
It is not enough with the size of school, so with both in the Senco role within 
mainstream it would give us 6 days of Senco and DM will now stay in the ARB role which 
he was already covering for Mat leave. 
Learning mentor to be looked at and budgeted for:Looking at costings with COO 
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Governor question: Do I remember a discussion of the possibility of a  school nurse role, 
is it still in the offering? 
Answer: Yes, we recruited an ex school nurse currently working within the NHS just 
prior to lockdown, they were due to finish with them and start with us, however 
needed to go back due to lockdown. 
 

8 Catch up funding plan 
Based on EEF. We have webinars based around catch up teaching,  both HT and Deputy 
Head have been attending webinars to help put the plan together. 
Vocab gap, threat of covid absence. 
Quality teaching for all: Completed a baseline assessment for pupils, we have one 
planned in December, discussed in the first few staff meetings we looked at 
comparisons, children working at greater depth who are now working at expected 
levels, they weren’t overlooked, we will initially focus on them as they will hopefully 
easily catch up to allow us to then focus on the others. 
The school is also looking at funding TA’s to attend staff meetings,  as they are fully 
involved, especially where they’re running sessions. 
NQT’s x 2 last year spent most of their time in lockdown, TLA  have put some money 
towards watching lessons on zoom, more mentor time with the leader, ensuring they 
still have the experience and support. 
Tapestry, dojo and google classroom still going. 
Subscription cost for mathletics, due to not wanting books going to and from home, 
ensuring pupil progress tracking, looking at tutoring. 
Academic support: Programme of high quality, small group tuition, roll out model like 
NMc does now.  
Ensuring the teacher has planning time for knowing what the children need, a catch up 
teacher is unable to teach across the whole school, looking at 30 mins to 1 hour and 
being drip fed information, we don’t want children to miss learning by doing catch up 
teaching. 
Baseline assessments from Sept, Year 3 and 4 had the largest number of working in 
greater depth to working at expected levels, possibly due to them not returning before 
September like other year groups were able to. 
After school tutoring sessions: We enquired with teachers if any wanted to do after 
school tutoring, first block was 60 children, focusing on the yr 2 and up, costing £4000 
for a 10 week block, focusing on maths to begin with until christmas, all identified 
through comparison data. 
Teachers have had training at the end of last week, following NCE materials and using 
teacher judgment for moving them on. 
136 children to have the next 10 week block. 
Governor question: What has the uptake been for the tutoring? 
Answer: We have currently got full attendance,  at the beginning there was a slight 
clash between the football club currently run by Plymouth Argyle, however that has 
been checked going forward to ensure no further clashes. We are hoping to continue to 
get full attendance as the tutoring moves forward. 
Governor challenged  that the school is currently not sending maths homework books 
home  at the moment due to not wanting any contamination, however reading records 
are still going home, what is the difference? 
Answer: Traditionally due to the amount of maths homework, we historically had a 
single staff member in charge of marking homework books, however if we needed to 
make it work this year, it would need 1 person per year group, we now have the reading 
records on the table marked by TA or teacher within the class, Maths books are more in 
depth and would take a lot more time which currently we have not got. 
Daily reading and homework club for year 6 children: Great attendance from children 
invited to that. 
Continue to work on supporting parents via lots of different avenues, christmas 
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celebrations 
Gov question: 
Friday video is brilliant, however it's not like having a newsletter, not all are on 
facebook, are you confident people are getting all the info. 
Answer: No, however IT will be sending out the link for the Friday newsletter in an 
email. It will remain electronic for now, it is something we will try to cover in the parent 
consultations with the teachers. 
The school has developed a more cohesive pastoral team, ensuring we meet regularly 
to discuss safeguarding, academic issues, attendance. It is a great communication 
between the whole team. 
We also ensured we could still continue with wrap around care and changed school 
hours to help working parents. 
Governor question: What are you doing to assess effectiveness of after school tutoring? 
Answer:  We could potentially test, however we will also look to judge over a short 
period of time, which  would be based on anecdotal evidence from the teacher, we 
believe it will be a little bit of both.  
We have also looked at how much we pay staff for the tutoring, after all it is teacher 
time, it is as good as it gets and so we thought we would look at what teachers would 
get across the country as a tutor and pitched above that. National average is £36phr. 
Governor question: With a learning mentor role having a £35k budget, how will that be 
paid for, considering that has been in the reserve fund how will that work? 
Answer: Budgeted to begin last year at £16k out of Pupil Premium however not spent, 
so this will be used along with some of this year’s Pupil Premium funding, with oncosts 
it will probably be around £24k. 

9 Pupil Premium Report 2019-20 
This was already covered in the catch up plan.  
WJ will need to bring it to the next meeting, and a plan for the spend is already in place 
to sign off. 
WJ and TK to go through the Pupil Premium report before the next meeting. 

WJ/  TK 

10 Policy review: 
● Safeguarding and Child Protection (model policy) 

At the beginning of meeting in September, we were waiting for the policy to be 
published, we discussed in Sept meeting, key info: HT reminded Governors of 
DSL and DDSL updates 
TP Safeguarding officer governor. 

● Equality Objectives 2020 
The policy was self explanatory, however objectives are more specific, cultural 
understanding etc goes alongside our new PSHE lessons, black history and 
black lives matter movement are a focus in the lessons.  

● SEN Local Offer COVID update 
Nothing to report 

● SEN Policy COVID update 
No updates to report 

● Peer on peer abuse updated (model policy) 
Nothing to report 

● PSHE/RSHE Policy updated 
 

HT asked governors if they have any questions around policies? 
Governor question: In regards to the Peer on Peer policy i wondered if there has ever 
been anything sent out to parents in regards to acceptable language  around school 
being used by peers? 
Answer: We have never sent a specific letter, it's all in the policy, which are all available 
to view on the school's webiste, we have never explicitly sent anything out. 
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Governor question: Has there been any negative increase currently between peers and 
the way in which they treat each other recently? 
Answer: Not that has been witnessed, within the school setting things are relatively the 
same. 
HT asked if all governors were happy with the policies? 
Answer: Yes. 
 

11 Governance: 
● LGB Terms of Reference & MAT Scheme of Delegation 

Nothing to report. 
● LGB Roles and Responsibilities 

Appointment of support staff Governor. 
Looking at a new parent Governor and looking to recruit. 

● Code of Conduct 
Nothing to report. 

● Governor training 
Nothing to report. 

Governor question: What happens if there is no interest for a new parent governor? 
Answer: We would have to look again and reassess, we definitely need it to increase 
our numbers on the committee. 
Priorities outlined: HT went through with the Governors, literacy curriculum, wider 
curriculum. 
HT states that it would be good to set up zoom meetings with Governors about these 
key priorities going forward. 
KH and TK  would get together as Assistant Head and Chair of the committee. 
TP, WJ, CS and School Office about safeguarding 
LH and LR and JW to look at progress, HT asked governors if they would be happy to set 
this up? All Governors are happy with this. 
KB and DH (Project has not started yet) 
Governor question: Trying to balance the teacher workload whilst keeping school on 
track, when it comes to monitoring of teachers what are you doing to ensure that it isn’t 
adding unnecessary stress for them? 
Answer: Other than the basics, we will be ensuring consistency, focusing on changes 
around literacy, hopefully going forward it will be a team approach. 
Gov Question:What timescale have you got? 
Answer: By the end of the year, the experimental phase will be next spring term, by 
Spring 2 should be where we want it. 

 

12 Correspondence. 
Nothing to report. 

 

13 
 
 

Summary of actions/ information required from trustees. 

●  (Agenda point 3) Parent governor still to be recruited.  
● (Agenda point 3) WJ to liaise with COO and IT to confirm if a governor led email 

address was achievable. 
● (Agenda point 9) WJ and TK to go through the Pupil Premium report before the 

next meeting. 
● (Agenda point 9) WJ will need to bring it to the next meeting, and a plan for 

the spend is already in place to sign off. 
● (Agenda point 11) Zoom meeting to be set up with leads and governors to 

discuss priorities outlined. 
 

Zoom meetings between lead in school and governor  

 
 
WJ 
WJ 
 
WJ/TK 
 
WJ 
 
WJ 



 

Meeting closed by Chair at 18:52pm. 

 

Signed as an accurate record………………………………….. 

 

Print name………………………………………… 

 

Date………………………………….. 

 
Please note that these are draft minutes until signed off by the Chair at the next meeting. 
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14 Confidential matters  

No confidential matters arising at this meeting. 

 

15 Dates & times of future meetings 20/21 
HT advised F and GP meeting was to take place this Wednesday 25th November at 5pm 
via zoom, also the Board of Trustees meeting which is scheduled for Monday 7rh 
December at 5pm. (Accountants present) 
Clerk advised that the next meeting for LGB would be on Monday 8th February 2021 via 
zoom. 

 


